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Reflection or Journaling:
We are mosaics of the people we have met

throughout our lives. Who are the key people in
your life that have made up your many favourite

parts about yourself?
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“I want to make a difference in the world by
speaking out and spreading hopeful messages.

I want to send the message of ‘you are not
alone and you are safe’ to other transgender

kids.” 
-Rebekah Bruesehoff, Trans youth (8yrs)

 
Reflection or Journaling:

Acknowledge the brave things that your
younger self did to protect you and survive.
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Self-Care Tip:
Use water as a way to regulate yourself 

and little by little decrease 
your level of activation.

 
Have a sip of cold water, 

submerge your face in cold water,
splash water on your face, suck on an

 ice cube, or put a cold wet
 washcloth on your 

arms and face.





Reflection or Journaling:
Many of us have parts that don’t fit societal
expectations/norms that we have been pushed to
tame or erase. These parts often feel so deeply
important to who we are. What are your favourite
untamed parts of yourself? 
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Transition offers an opportunity to be our true selves. 
 Sometimes this is at the loss of some of the things we love or

value. Often where there is loss, grief follows.  This pain is real
and deserves to be held and witnessed. 

 
Reflection or Journalling:
What I am leaving behind..

What I am calling into my life...
What I am still in process with…





The Griffin, also referred to as

griffon or gryphon, is a

mythological creature composed

of a lion’s body, often with wings,

and an eagle’s head. The griffin

was commonly used in Western

Asia and the Mediterranean as a

piece of decor. Often paired with

the sphinx, the Griffin were known

for guarding treasures and

symbolized protection.
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Reflection or Journaling:
Visualize a real person or imaginary creature that you
see as a protector or guardian for yourself. What about

them makes you feel safe, cared for, and seen? 
 





"All of us are put in boxes by our family, by our religion,
by our society, our moment in history, even our own
bodies. Some people have the courage to break free."-

Geena Rocero, Trans advocate
 

Reflection or Journaling:
Write out strategies that help you safely return to your

body/the present when you feel 
disconnected and activated.
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Shikhandi is a 

character in the Hindu story,

the Mahabharata. Shikhandi is

Kinnar - an intersex celestial

being - whose gender

expression shifted throughout

the tale. When Shikhandi was

called upon to fight in the war,

their shifts in gender

expression were used to

defeat the villain in the tale. 
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"Boundaries are the distance at which 
I can love you and me simultaneously."

- Prentis Hemphill, Black Nonbinary Trans Man and Southern Organizer
 

Reflection or Journaling:
Some people are unwilling to see us as we are. As you move (or continue) 

into a more true version of yourself, what boundaries feel important 
to set with those that do not see you as yourself? How can you take care 

of yourself in relationships with those that can only see a past version of you?
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Self-Care Tip:
Create a self-care box for yourself. Find a

box/basket/bag that you really like the
look or feeling of. 

 
One option is to fill it with things that feel
good and make you smile. You can also fill
it with items that positively engage the 5
senses: Taste (candy), Sight (art/photo),
Touch (fidget toy), Smell (essential oil),
Sound (validating statement to say out

loud). 
 
 
 

Either way, fill
the basket with
items that bring

calmness,
groundedness,
pleasure, and

maybe even a bit
of magic.





Werewolves are creatures from

Greek and Nordic mythology that

often transform from human to

wolf. In Greek folklore, the legend

says that the son of Pelasgus,

Lycaon upset the god Zeus. As a

punishment, Zeus turned Lycaon

and his children into wolves. On

the other hand, Nordic folklore tells

the story of a child and parent who

find wolf skins, which have had the

power to turn them into wolves for

10 days. 
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Self-Care Tip:
Spend some time with the moon.

Next full moon, go outside or sit next to an
open window. Speak aloud, think about, or
write down affirmations that you connect

with. Use the affirmations throughout this
book or create your own below. Ground
yourself in the words that you want to
centre yourself in moving forward. <3

 





Valkyrie, also referred to as

Walkyrie or Old Norse Valkyrja

(“Chooser of the Slain”), is

derived from Norse mythology.

Valkyrie is a group of warriors

who serves the god Odin, they

often flew through air and sea

and were depicted as heroines.

They were also associated with

supernatural powers, fairness,

and brightness.

Learn more

Write a love letter to all the Trans/2spirit/non-binary folks
before you who fought for people of all gender expressions
and identities to be able live with dignity, respect, agency,
health, love, community, and safety. Offer gratitude and

appreciation for those who have resisted and slowly made
the world a better place for us to live in.





No matter how many times we burst into flames,
We can always rise from the ashes.

-quote unknown
 

Reflection or Journaling:
In thinking about ‘rising from the ashes’, what are some of the hopes

that you have for yourself and for your future? What do you need, from
yourself and from others, to allow these possibilities to manifest.

 

Learn more





Self-Care Tip:
“Caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-preservation,

and that is an act of political warfare.” - Audre Lorde
 

Sometimes when we are feeling low or disconnected from your
body a self-love night may be in order. As 2spirit/Trans/non-
binary folks, society tells us that there is something wrong or

undesirable about us and our bodies. This means that spending
an evening admiring ourselves can be an act of resistance. So, get

your radical self-love on! Here are some suggestions: put your
favourite sultry playlist on, take a bath/shower, moisturize your
whole body, do your hair/makeup, put on your favourite outfit(s)
and accessories, and take photos of your badass self. Maybe even
post them or send them to a friend or sweetie. Remember to only

do things that feel good and safe for your body and gender.
 

Learn more





Reflection or Journaling:
What stories do you carry about yourself that you are still punishing yourself for?

Write yourself a letter of forgiveness. Writing yourself a letter allows you to get all of your negative emotions
and anger out while also engaging in some self-compassion. This letter can help you better understand how you

feel, putting you in a better position to move towards self-forgiveness. 
And remember Self-Forgiveness Affirmations can also be useful.

 
Here is an example:

‘I accept that I did the best that I could at the time. Now that I know better, I will do better.’
What affirmations may be important for you to remember?

 

Learn moreL
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Self-Care Tip:
 

Get outside! Literally.
Research shows that walking around/being on the earth 

in bare feet is a really valuable tool for your mental wellness. This
practice comes out of earthing science and ground physics that explain
how electrical charges from the Earth can have positive effects on your

body. It can be achieved by: 
-connecting with/walking barefoot on grass, sand or mud
-lying on the ground for maximum skin-to-earth contact
-submerging in water (in particular natural bodies of water like a lake
or river)

 
*You can make it mindful by one on one being present with all the

sensations of the environment around you*
 

The goal is to allow your body to reconnect with the Earth. Go let
Mother Nature help ground you!

 





Learn more

Thank goodness for our two-spirit/Trans/non-binary selves. <3
Reflection or Journaling:

What are your favourite things about
 being 2spirit/Trans/non-binary?

What are you most grateful for in your chosen community?
 



Learn more

Journal prompt:
What is your favourite thing about being Trans/2spirit/non-binary?

What are you most grateful for in your chosen community?



Learn more
Medusa is a Greek

mythological “Gorgon”

creature whose name is

derived from the Ancient

Greek word for “guardian" and

is known as a protectress.

Medusa is also typically

depicted as a winged creature

with a head of snakes. 

Cisnormative societies constantly give us messages that our bodies are
wrong and not something to be proud of. Reclaiming a relationship

with our bodies, and even pride in it, is an act of queering. 
 

Reflection or Journaling:
What part(s) of your body do you love (or even in like-ish)? What feels

attractive/ strong/special/interesting about it?
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